MEMBERS OF THE NAME REVIEW BOARD 2024

Members are noted in alphabetical order

Mohammed Shafeeq Ahmed
Khorey Baker
Richard G. Bennett
Joel Bolling
Katrina Caldwell*
Boi Carpenter
Chris Celenza
Avery M.D. Davis
Lori Dean
Mary Ann Dickson*
Toni Draper*
Joyce Epstein
Mary Favret
Theresa Forgét
Jill Green
Becca Greene
Jasmine Grey
Claude Guillemard
Nicki Hancock
Colleen Hayes
Jenna Jackson
Richard Johnson
Maya Kelsey Johnson*
Judy Keen
Danielle Khan
Kristena Lukish
Michelle Manahan*
Jessica Melton
Redonda Miller*
Raven Minervino
Christopher Morphew
Shawna Mudd
Jonas Nahm
Bunni Ogungbe
Sarah O’Hagan*
Frederick Owusu
Tim Richardson
Ed Schlesinger
Fritz Schröder*
Alicia Schulhof
Michele Sedney
Ava Shen
Khandey Sheppard
Ashlyn Sowell
Nicholette Stachowiak
Inez Stewart*
Kathleen Sutcliffe
Sarah Szanton
Alex Triantis
Felicity Turner
Maya Watson
Paul White
Laurent Younes
Stanley Zheng
Hasan Zia

*Member of the Name Review Board Executive Committee

Advisors to the Executive Committee: Allison Seyler and Paul Pineau